Vestmark Manager Marketplace™

The Future of Model
Access & Delivery
Model Portfolios / Solving the Distribution Dilemma

Your passion is
outperforming
the market
but so many
other things
get in the way.

Manager Challenge Overview

According to Cerulli Associates, almost
half of all asset managers are moving
towards model portfolio businesses
and away from traditional separate
account management.1 Models have
gained in popularity because they
provide a less expensive vehicle to
cost-conscious sponsors and make
active management more competitive
against passive options.
Distributing managed accounts in model format presents
many opportunities for brand and strategy growth and also
provides an effective defense against rising threats from
passive vehicles; however, model distribution also comes
with many costs both hidden and known. This e-book
describes the key challenges faced by asset managers and
outlines how the Vestmark Manager Marketplace™ (VMM)
meets these challenges.
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Platform fees,
data purchase
payments,
revenue
sharing, and
resource costs...

Challenge #1:

Spending More & Getting Less
Many asset managers scale their reach to advisors by
distributing their strategies through home office platforms.
Securing shelf space and managing the costs of those
relationships is becoming increasingly challenging as
many sponsor firms cut their research coverage lists.
Tack on platform fees, data purchase payments, revenue
sharing, and other resource costs, and a manager’s
brilliantly crafted distribution strategy runs the risk of
becoming less competitive. Are you struggling to get
platform coverage and rationalize the economics of
your distribution partnerships?

Half of asset managers call “protecting our distribution
opportunities” a top priority. Cerulli’s interviews with asset
management executives confirm that maintaining distribution
relationships in the face of sponsors trying to narrow
their list of products is one of the biggest challenges money
managers confront today.2

VMM Solution
The Vestmark Manager Marketplace is your allied partner.
Our platform will support the growth of your brand
and position your models at a reasonable rate, helping
you stay competitive.
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Model delivery
to sponsor
environments
is complicated
and resource
intensive.

Challenge #2:

Uploading & Updating Models
Across Many Sponsor Systems
Model distribution has brought some unexpected
challenges. For example, asset managers must upload
models to numerous distinct sponsor environments, each
with different processes and requirements. It turns out
that even basic model distribution is complicated and
resource intensive. How much time does your organization
spend sending models to sponsor environments?

“ There is no standard for model delivery; it’s the Wild West
as far as processes are concerned. In many cases, the entity
that receives the model drives the process and each has a
preferred method of receiving the file. This results in multiple
disparate manual processes and introduces a high degree
of operational risk.”
Steven Camp, SVP, Vestmark Business Process Outsourcing

VMM Solution
VMM is a one stop shop, it’s that easy. You send us your
models, and we deliver them anywhere — even if we don’t
have a formal relationship with the sponsor.

Poorly
followed trade
instructions
may impact
investment
performance.

Challenge #3:

Achieving Performance
As an asset manager, outperforming your benchmark
is critical to your reputation, but over time, distribution
related obstacles get in the way. The thought processes
and guidance behind your trade instructions may or
may not be followed by the recipients of your model.
Performance may be compromised because your
instructions are not accurately communicated or
followed. Are you afraid that strategies bearing your
firm’s name may underperform your composite?

46% of Asset Managers believe performance
is a critical attribute when being evaluated by
a trust department.3

VMM Solution
Your performance is our priority. We respect the integrity
of your model by closely following your trade instructions
so all investors using your model can realize its best
performance. In addition, we help you monitor the
performance of your model across each sponsor.
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Lack of data
insights hinders
your firm’s
ability to be
strategic.

Challenge #4:

Transparency
As an asset manager, receiving data about how your
strategy is implemented is important. But, in many cases,
managers do not receive timely updates on how their
models are being traded or about the assets tracking
their models. How can you be effective if you don’t get
the information you need to understand who is using your
strategy and why? Do you receive timely data insights
from your platform provider?

VMM Solution
We believe that knowing where you’ve been is essential
to knowing where you’re going. Transparency is a vital
part of your success, and providing it is an essential part of
ours. As a member of the Vestmark Manager Marketplace,
based on available data, you will receive real-time
updates* on model trading as well as detailed updates on
net-flows and overall assets.

* Real time updates where available

Solution
Driven
Industry
Experts
Let’s talk.

Vestmark Manager Marketplace™

Our goal is to eliminate redundancy
and enhance transparency in the
distribution of intellectual capital.
Our marketplace is built on the premise that product
quality speaks for itself. We are not biased. We do not
promote product. We have created a network through
which managers and sponsors can seamlessly connect.
Our aim is to enhance the investment value chain to
enable investors to better their financial well-being.
If you’re an asset manager seeking lower fees and a
more efficient process, connect with us to learn more
about how we can help.

Connect with us at
inquiry@vestmarkmm.com
To learn more visit
www.vestmarkmm.com

About Vestmark:
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